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In Artin [l, pp. 51-75] the affine plane is developed and coordi-

natized from a system of four axioms. The present paper also develops

affine plane geometry from a system of four axioms. The first three

are the same as Artin's. The fourth is concerned with parallel projec-

tions from lines to lines. It leads to a construction of a skew field in

a fashion analogous to Bachmann's [2, pp. 137-140] construction of

a commutative field. This field can then be used to coordinatize the

plane as in Levi [3, pp. 32-37], [4, pp. 50-53]. Both Artin's treat-

ment and the present one deal with mappings rather than configura-

tions. They differ in that Artin considers mappings of the whole plane

into itself, whereas here we deal only with mappings from individual

lines to lines. Each of our axioms has a natural counterpart for proj éc-

rive geometry, and our development of affine geometry suggests a

parallel development of projective geometry. However, the field

which this approach yields is necessarily commutative. To cover the

general case we present a system of four axioms for the projective

plane, three being counterparts as stated, and the fourth a modified

counterpart. This fourth axiom, which is a weakened form of the

"Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry," can also be re-

garded as a form of Desargues' Theorem, in which only those in-

stances are asserted which contain a prescribed line in a prescribed

place in the configuration. The author wishes to thank H. S. M.

Coxeter and Joseph Lipman for comments on an earlier version of

this paper which resulted in substantial simplifications.

Terminology and the first three axioms. We suppose that ft is a

set, and that <C is a set of subsets of ß. We call the elements of Q,

points and the elements of £ lines. We say that lines I and V are

parallel if and only if either 1 = 1' or they have no point in common.

Axiom I. If A and B are distinct points there is one and only one

line which contains them.

Axiom II. If L is any point and if I is any line there is one and only

one line which contains L and is parallel to /.

It follows directly from these axioms that parallelism is an equiva-

lence relation on £, and that two nonparallel lines have exactly one
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point in common. If I and I' are lines and if m is a line parallel to

neither, then parallel projection from I to I' in the direction of m is the

function whose value at each point X of / is the intersection with /'

of the line through X parallel to m. It follows directly from these

axioms that parallel projection from / to /' is a one-to-one correspon-

dence from I to I'.

Axiom III. There are three noncollinear points.

It follows from these axioms that every point is contained in at

least three lines, that every line contains at least two points, and that

all lines have the same cardinality.

We use the notations AB to denote the line which contains the dis-

tinct points A and B, and || to denote parallelism.

Affinities. We say that a function is an affinity ii and only if it is

a finite composition of parallel projections.

Theorem 1. Let I be any line and let Q(l) be the set of all affinities from

I to itself. Then Q(l) is a group, relative to composition. If I and I' are

any lines, and if f is any affinity from I to I', then the mapping from

g(0 t° 9(1') whose value at x is fxf"1 is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since parallel projections have inverses which are parallel

projections, affinities have inverses which are affinities, and, in par-

ticular, the inverses of elements of g(/) also belong to g(/). It is im-

mediate that g(/) has the other group properties. That x—*/x/_1 is a

homomorphism follows from the fact that (fxf"l)(fyf~1)=fxyf"1.

That it is one-to-one and onto follows from the fact that it has an

inverse whose value at each z of Q(l') is /-1z/.

Theorem 2. If A, B, A', B' are any points for which A ¿¿B, A'^B',

then there is an affinity f for which f (A) =A' andf(B) =B'.

Proof. We construct such an affinity for the case in which the

given points are collinear. The general case is handled by performing

any parallel projection from AB to A'B' and then composing it with

the affinity devised for the collinear case.

If A —A' and B—B', then the identity affinity on AB meets the re-

quirements. Suppose now that A ¿¿A'. Let P be any point not on AB.

Then AP\\A'P and the line through B parallel to 4P is not parallel

to the line through B parallel to A 'P. Denote their intersection point

by Q. We assert that Q^P, PQ\ | AP and PQ\ \ A'P. These are conse-
quences, respectively, of the facts that Q is on a line through B parallel

to AP and B is not on AP, that P, Q, A are not collinear and that

P, Q, A' are not collinear. Then the parallel projection from AB to

PQ in the direction oí AP followed by the parallel projection from
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PQ to AB in the direction of PA' is an affinity which sends A to A'

and B to B'.
Our final axiom is the affine counterpart of the "Fundamental

Theorem of Projective Geometry." A portion of Desargues' Theorem

is readily deducible from it, and the subsequent development reveals

that it implies the entire theorem and its converse.

Axiom IV. If A and B are distinct points and if/and g are affinities

such that/G4)=gG4) and/(23) =g(23) then/=g.
This axiom implies immediately that the affinity of Theorem 2 is

unique and that g(/) is sharply doubly transitive.

Some subgroups of Q(l). If I is any line and if 0 is any point of /,

it is clear that the set of all affinities from / to / having 0 as fixed

point is a subgroup of g(/). We denote it by yn0(l). It is also clear

that if/ is an affinity from I to some line /' then the isomorphism from

g(/) to g(/') it induces, restricted to 3TCo(/), is an isomorphism from

9TCo(0 to 3kV(o)(Z'). The following theorems identify another subgroup

of 8(0.

Theorem 3. If A and A' are distinct points there is one and only one

affinity f from A A' to itself which has no fixed points and for which

f(A)=A>.

Proof. Let P he a point not on A A' and let m he the line through

P parallel to AA'. Then parallel projection from AA' to m in the

direction of AP followed by parallel projection from m to AA' in

the direction of PA' is a fixed-point free affinity / from A A' to itself

for which f(A)=A'. Suppose /' is a different affinity from A A' to

itself for which f'(A) =A'. We show that/' has a fixed point. Let B

he a point for which f(B) ^f'(B). According to our construction there

is a point Q on m such that AP\\BQ and PA'\\Cf(B). Since f(B) ^f'(B),
the point Q', where BQ intersects the line through/'(23) parallel to

PA', is different from Q, and, since it is not on m, it is different from

P. Therefore PQ'\ \m and so PQ'\ \AA'. Let 0 be the intersection of

PQ' with ^4^4'. Then the parallel projection from AA' to PQ' in the

direction of AP followed by the parallel projection from PQ' to AA'

in the direction of PA' is an affinity from A A' to itself which agrees

with /' on the distinct points A and B. It follows that this affinity is

/', and, since each of these parallel projections leaves 0 fixed, so does/'.

Lemma. If A and B are distinct points and iff is an affinity for which

f(A) =B andf(B)=A then, for every X of AB, we have f(X) =X.

Proof. Since / has the same value as /_1 at A and B, Axiom IV

implies that/=/-1.
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Theorem 4. Let 03(0 be the set of all fixed-point free elements of Q(l),

together with the identity. Then (5,(1) is an invariant abelian subgroup

of 2(D -

Proof. We show that if / and s are elements of ($,(1) then so is ts.

If ts has no fixed point this is immediate. If ts has the fixed point X

then we have t(s(X)) =s~1(s(X)). Theorem 3 implies that t = s~l so

that ts is the identity of ($>(l).

Let / be any element of g(Z) and let / be any element of (S>(1). If

ftf~x has the fixed point X then t has the fixed point/-1(X) and is the

identity. Thus/CB©/""1 is contained in (&(l).

There remains to show that ts = st. If any one of /, s, or st is the

identity then this is evident. If not let A he any point of I. Then t(A),

s(A) and st (A) are all different from A. Let 5 be any point not on I,

let c be the line through 5 parallel to /, let T be the intersection of c

with the line through t(A) parallel to AS. Then the parallel projec-

tion from / to c in the direction of AS followed by the parallel projec-

tion from c to / in the direction of Ss(A) is an affinity of (&(l) which

sends A to s(A). Since it must, therefore, be the same as s, it sends

t(A) to st(A), whence ri(i)||i45. Consider now the parallel projec-

tions/, g, A, from I to Tst(A) to AS to I in the respective directions of

AS, I, Tst(A). The respective images of A, t(A), st(A) under hgf are

st(A), s(A), A. Since hgf interchanges A and st(A) it follows from our

lemma that hgf(s(A)) =t(A). It follows then that the parallel projec-

tion from I to f(s(A))gf(s(A)) in the direction of AS followed by the

parallel projection back to / in the direction of Tst(A) is a fixed-point

free affinity from I to itself which sends A to t(A) and s(A) to st(A).

The first of these facts implies that this affinity is t. We infer that

ts(A) =st(A), whence ts = st.

Corollary. If f is an affinity from I to I', then the isomorphism from

9(0 1° 9(0 ^ induces, restricted to ($>(!), is an isomorphism from (&(l)

to ($>(V).

Construction of the field. Let / be any line and let 0 and I he any

distinct points of I. For each X and F of I let P| be the element of

($>(l) which sends X to Y, and for each X and Y different from 0 let

Mx be the element of 9TCo(0 which sends X to Y. For every X and F

of I we define X+Y to be P?(F), we define X- Y to be Mf(Y) if
X^0 and we define X- Y to be 0 if X = 0. Then, if we identify our

(&(l) with Bachmann's P [2, pp. 137-140], our 9TC0(0 with his D and
our I with his K, his arguments apply. They show that, relative to +,

the line I is an abelian group whose identity element is 0 and whose
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negatives are given by —X = 23^(0), that, relative to •, the set

I— {0} is a group whose identity element is 2", whose inverses are

given by X~l = Mx(J) and that for every X, Y and Z of I we have

X • ( Y+Z) = (X ■ Y) + (X ■ Z). Although he did not invoke this fact in

his proofs, Bachmann assumed that D was commutative, and so was

able to conclude from these facts that his K was a field. Since our

9TCo(0 is not necessarily commutative we must establish that (Y+Z)

■ X= (F'• X) +(Z■ X) in order to conclude that I is a skew field. We

do so now.

Theorem 5. Let A be any point of I other than —I. Then the function

from I to I given by X—>(A -X) +X is the affinity Mj+I and (A -X) +X
= (A+I)-X.

Proof. If A or X is 0 the result is immediate. Otherwise let m and

n he lines through 0 distinct from / and from one another, let ftm be

the parallel projection from I to m in the direction of «, and let fmn

be the parallel projection from m to n in the direction of /. Let P be

fmnfim(I). Since A is neither 0 nor — I the line AP is parallel neither

to m nor to «. Let fmi and fnt be the respective parallel projections

from m and « to / in this direction. We evaluate fimfmi(X) in two

ways. We can regard this point as the image of X under the affinity

obtained by first projecting I to the line through fim(X) andfmnf¡n(X)

in the direction of « and then projecting this line to / in the direction

of AP.
Since the intermediate line in this construction is parallel to /, this

affinity belongs to ($>(l), and since it sends 0 to fnifmnfim(X) it sends X

to fnifmnfim(X) +X. But fnifmnfim sends 0 to 0 and I to A, and is

therefore Mj. It follows that fmifim(X) = (A -X)+X. In particular,

fmifim(I) = (A-I) +I = A+I. But we also know that fmifim belongs to

3TC0(0- It must therefore be Mj+l. It follows that (A-X) +X
= (A+I)-X.

Corollary. (-T)-X+X = 0.

Proof. If A = — I there is no parallel projection fmi but the same

discussion applies to fnifmnfim- If we define the function fmi by

fmi(Y)=0 for every F of m, then the argument given above shows

thatO = ((-2)-X)+X.

Corollary. (A +23) ■ X = (A ■ X) + (23 • X).

Proof. If Bt¿0 the left distributive law yields (A-X) + (B-X)
= B((B~1-A-X)+X) and the results just established apply.

We have just shown how each ordered pair of distinct points on a
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line gives rise to a field on that line. The various fields are related as

follows.

Theorem 6. Let 0 and I define field F on line I, and let 0' and I' de-

fine field F' on line V. Let f be the affinity from I to V for which /(0) = 0'
and f(I) =P. Then f is an isomorphism from F to F'.

Proof.

f(X-Y)=f(M^Mj(D) = (fMÏf'WMÏf'Ml))

= f(X)-'f(Y),f(X+ Y) = f(BXo Po>))

= (fBÏf'XJBof'Xjm - EttXiBtt7)(V)

The following theorem shows how a variant of Pappus' Theorem,

expressed in terms of parallel projections, is related to the com-

mutativity of the field.

Theorem 7. The field is commutative if and only if, for every pair

I, V of intersecting lines and for every triple f, g, A of parallel projections

from I to V we have fg~1h = hg~1f.

Proof. Let I and /' intersect at 0 and let 7 be any other point of I.

Multiplication is commutative if and only if, for every X and F or

I other than 0, we have Mf(Y) = M¡(X) or Mf Mj (I) = Mj Mf (I).
But in any case we have Mf Mj (0) = MjMf (0). Therefore, by Axiom

IV, multiplication is commutative if and only if MjMj = MjMf, or

if and only if 3H0(0 is commutative. It is clear that g-1/ and g_1A are,

respectively, the elements MI~lfa) and Mflha) of 3Tl0(0- It is also clear

from the proof of Theorem 2sthat each element of 3TC0(0 has a repre-

sentation g_1x, where g is the given parallel projection, and x is a

suitably chosen parallel projection. Therefore, multiplication is com-

mutative if and only if, for every/, g, A, we have g_1/g-1A = g-1Ag-1/,

or/g_1A = Ag-1/.

Coordinates. In order to work with a single field we select some line

/*, chose two distinct points 0* and I* on it, and denote the field

determined as a result of these choices by P*. If I is any line, if 0 and

I are any distinct points of I, if/ is the affinity for which/(0) =0* and

/(/) = 7* then, for every X of I, we say that/(X) is the 07 coordinate

of X.

Theorem 8. Let I and I' be lines, 0 and I distinct points of I, 0' and

I' distinct points of l', g a function from I to I'. Then g is an affinity if

and only if there are elements a and b of F*, with b^0*, such that for

= MJf)MJIm(I')

= f(X)+'f(Y).
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every X of I the O'l' coordinate x' of g(X) is related to the 02 coordinate

x of X by x' = a+bx.

Proof. Case (1). l = l' = l*, 0 = 0' = 0*, I = I' = I*. If a and b are

any elements of F* with b^O* then B^Mj is an affinity from I to I'

and is the map x—?a+bx. Conversely, if g is an affinity from / to / let

o = g(0) and b = g(I)-g(0). Then b^O and B%M\ is an affinity. Since

it agrees with g at 0 and I it must be g.

Case (2). The lines /, /', I* are not necessarily the same. Let/and/'

be the affinities which map 0, I and 0', I', respectively, onto 0*, I*.

Then /'g/_1 is a function from I* to itself which is an affinity if and

only if g is. Solving for g and using Case (1), we see that g is an affinity

if and only if, for every X of /, we have/'(g(X)) =a+bf(X).

Corollary. If P and Q are distinct points of I, then there are ele-

ments a and b of F*, with b^0*, such that for every X of I its 07 co-

ordinate x is related to its PQ coordinate x' by x' =a+bx.

It is now possible to introduce F* X F* as a coordinate system for

the plane and to show that lines have linear equations as in Levi

[3, pp. 32-37], [4, pp. 50-53]. The arguments given there refer only

to the field of real numbers but are valid for an arbitrary skew field.

The converse question. Now let F be an arbitrary field (not neces-

sarily commutative), let ft be FXF and let £ be the family of subsets

of ft whose elements are the solution sets of the equations ax+by+c

= 0, where a, b, c are elements of F and where not both a and b are 0.

We sketch a proof that ft and £ satisfy Axioms I-IV. It is shown

in Artin [l, pp. 66-67] that ft and £ satisfy Axioms I, II, III and

that if P and Q are any distinct points of ft a point X is on the line

which contains them if and only if there is a t in F such that X = P

+ (Q — P)t. Call the unique t associated in this way with a point X of

PQ the PQ coordinate of X. Then it is easy to see that if / is a parallel

projection from PQ to P'Q' for which f(P) =P' and f(Q) = Q', then,
for every X of I, the PQ coordinate of X equals the P'Q' coordinate of

f(X). It follows that if a finite composition g of parallel projections

assigns P* and Q*, respectively, to the distinct points P and Q then,

for every X of PQ, the PQ coordinate of X equals the P*Q* co-

ordinate of g(X). This shows that an affinity is determined by two of

its assignments and verifies Axiom IV.

Projective planes. We show how the foregoing treatment of the

affine plane can be used to develop the projective plane. We suppose
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that &+ is a set and that £+ is a set of subsets of 0+. We all the ele-

ments of 0+ points and the elements of £+ lines.

Axiom PI. If A and B are distinct points there is one and only one

line which contains them.

Axiom PII. If a and b are lines there is a point on both.

Axiom PHI. There are four points no three of which are collinear.

It follows directly from these axioms that two distinct lines have

exactly one common point, that every point is contained in at least

three distinct lines, that every line contains at least three distinct

points, and that all lines have the same cardinality. If / and I' are

lines and if P is a point on neither then the perspectivity from I to I'

with center P is the function whose value at each point X of I is the

intersection of PX and /'. A projectivity is any finite composition of

perspectivities.

For each line I of £+ let 0(1) be the set of all points of 0+ which are

not on I. Each line of £ other than / has a unique representation

pKJ [Q}, where Q is on I and where p is a subset of 0,(1). We call each

such subset p an l-line and denote the set of all /-lines by £(l). We

say that an l-line and the unique line of £+ which contains it are

associated. It is easy to see that for every line / of £+ the pair 0(l),

£(/) satisfy the Axioms I—III stated earlier for affine geometry. It is

also easy to see that if the Mines p and q are associated, respectively,

with the lines pVJ{P} and gW{Q}, then a function from p to q is a

parallel projection, relative to 0(1), £(l) ii and only if it is the re-

striction to p of a perspectivity from p\J {P} to qW {Q} whose center

is on /. More generally, a function defined on the /-line p is an affinity

relative to 0,(1), £(l) if and only if it is the restriction to p of a projec-

tivity which is defined on pVJ\P) and which is the composition of

perspectivities whose centers are on /.

Our final axiom is:

Axiom PIV. There is a line Z0 such that if A, B, A', B' are points

which are not on l0 and if A^A', Bt*B', then there is at most one

projectivity/, which is the composition of perspectivities whose cen-

ters are on l0, and for which f(A) =A', f(B) =B'.
It is immediate that O(l0), £(lo) satisfy our Axioms I-IV.

THEOREM 9. 0,+ is the set of points and £+ is the set of lines of the

projective plane obtained by adjoining l¡¡ as line at infinity to the affine

plane 0(U).

Proof. Let Pbe the field of the affine geometry a(/0), £(/o) and let

GL(lo)—*FXF he an affine coordinate system for O.(l0). If (u, v) are

the affine coordinates of a point X of 0(h), assign to X the equiva-
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lence class of triples (ur, vr, r), rEF, r^O. If X is on Z0, let ax+by+c

= 0 be an equation of an /-line p such that pVJ{X} is a line of £+,

and assign to X the equivalence class of triples (—a~lbr, r, 0), rEF,

r^O, if a 7^0, and (r, 0, 0) if a = 0. Then these assignments constitute

a classical homogeneous coordinate system for ft+ relative to which

the lines of £+ have equations ax+by+cz = 0, where a, b, c are in F

and are not all 0.

Corollary. If ft+ and £+ satisfy Axioms PI-PIV relative to one line

of £+, they satisfy these Axioms relative to each line of £+.
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